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"Get this book, learn the system, do cool readings." - David Numen"Julian's work is the best of the

bunch in these genres. I have scoured book stores. I only learn from his books and ideas." - John

CestaMy latest ebook which teaches the fundamentals of cartomancy is now ready for release. It's

similar to my other books in that it's aimed at complete beginners as well as people who've started

learning this particular reading discipline but then given up for one reason or another.Like my other

books I use a no nonsense approach with lots of memory tips, insights, reviews and exercises over

ninety pages to help you get up to speed as quickly as possible and the whole experience is

extremely 'hands on'. In fact part of the process involves scribbling on the cards a lot to make sure

the basics are implanted in your mind as you go.I'm really hoping that this new book gets some of

you on the road to giving proper and interesting readings with cards instead of just thinking about it.

There's a lot more information hidden in those fifty-two bits of paper than you probably

realise!REVIEWS"I got this yesterday and have started the study and have to say it's quite brilliant.

I've read cards of one form or another for 20 years after learning initially from the Joe Riding course

but for various reasons I was looking for something to help me sharpen my skills - and this more

than does the trick. For anyone who might feel that they'd rather this was on tarot I think it's worth

pointing out that when I started doing readings many moons ago a number of clients would tell me

of this mystical sounding old man who read from "ordinary cards". It was clear that the impression

given to these women was that reading ordinary cards was somehow more skillful and impressive

than tarot cards (I guess the pictures on the cards might make it obvious to some astute clients that

there are highly visible cues on the cards). Playing card readings rock - and playing cards predate

tarot and are thus, in my book, purer and more mysterious than tarot." - David Numen"I purchased

this ebook. What a great system. Always in the easily understood clear writing format you'd expect

from Julian. This is of a quality you would expect to find in a book store. I have in the past

purchased Julian's James Bond Cold Reading book and his Palm Reading book. For me this is one

of the best. I find I am more in tune with numbers than the others. I always have a deck of cards and

certainly the places I frequent there are cards as well. The fact that you can use a few cards, a few

more to create a simple or more complex reading is terrific. Make it as long or short as you'd like.

Julian's audio book (available for free from his site) is also top notch! Lots of valuable audio files to

use while driving or sitting in a Doctor's office.Certainly worth the asking price. If you have any of

Julian's other offerings you know what I mean. If you don't have any of Julian's other offerings don't

hesitate. His metaphors and memory links make sense and they work." - John CestaOTHER
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This is the best book on cartomancy that I know of, and I have read many books on the subject over

the last 40 years. Great for beginners and even experienced readers may find something new here,

too. Julian Moore writes extremely clearly and has a great system for remembering the meanings of

the cards. There is homework! But it is easy and fun and if you follow his program you will very soon

be reading cards in a real and meaningful way.

Speed Learning Cartomancy is absolutely THE WORK in this field. Not only does it strip away the

multi-level confusion that so many other books and systems leave you with, but in moments you will

begin to FEEL the "power" in card readings!Having read so many other titles on card reading THIS

was the one that finally made it all click.

I highly recommend this book to anyone who is serious about learning cartomancy. When I have



bought 'How to' books in the past, it seems like I start reading them but get bored within a few

chapters. This was not the case with 'Speed Learning Cartomancy'. The author keeps you

interested by having you stop reading, breaking out your practice deck, and doing some fun practice

work. I didnt get bored or lose interest once and I was doing readings for my friends in no time. I

hope you have as much fun with this book as I did and may the Cards fall in your favor ;)

This book is the missing link between all the cartomancy books you might have read and the actual

card reading the way it was meant to be.I have read many books on cartomancy and have done

card reading for many years, but reading this book put me in the driver's seat! Reading other

cartomancy books is like learning driving by reading alone! Julian more puts you in the driver's seat,

tells you how to drive till you become a pro!This book has lots of exercises, as well . It's like hands

on training and you clearly and easily understand the cards inside out and he even shows you how

to communicate and read cards for the client.Awesome!

Absolutely true description of this book, that you can speed learn the art of cartomancy. Of course,

you have to bring to the table your own abilities but with this book, I was able to hone in on accurate

reads so quickly, I actually got a bit ahead of myself. Great lessons at the end of each chapter, open

format, very good for a novice to learn rapidly.

This book is a must read for anyone interested in pursuing the art of cartomancy! Extremely easy to

understand - the author breaks it down perfectly! He even includes mnemonics to hep remember

the meanings of each card. Fantastic!!!

Julian Moore doesn't seem to take himself or cartomancy too seriously. That being said, he's highly

entertaining and whether or not he believes in intuitive card readings, he provides interesting insight

on technique.

I didn't know much about the subject of Cartomancy but Julian Moore takes you by the hand and

leads the reader on a journey of discovery which draws you in and down to many many levels. Very

interesting book. This author has become a fav of mine of late. He never fails to impress and excite

with his well thought out and meticulous research on subject matters a little different from the norm.
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